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ABSTRACT
Modeling the dynamics of opportunistic networks generally
relies on the dual notion of contacts and intercontacts between nodes. We advocate the use of an extended view in
which nodes track their vicinity (within a few hops) and not
only their direct neighbors. Contrary to existing approaches
in the literature in which contact patterns are derived from
the spatial mobility of nodes, we directly address the topological properties avoiding any intermediate steps. To the
best of our knowledge, this paper presents the first study
to ever focus on vicinity motion. We apply our method to
several real-world and synthetic datasets to extract interesting patterns of vicinity. We provide an original workflow
and intuitive modeling to understand a node’s surroundings.
Then, we highlight two main vicinity chains behaviors representing all the datasets we observed. Finally, we identify
three main types of movements (birth, death, and sequential). These patterns represent up to 87% of all observed
vicinity movements.
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Figure 1: An example of vicinity motion knowledge.
At t = 0, node j is outside i’s vicinity but coming
closer. At t = 1, j pops into i’s vicinity at a 3-hop
distance. At t = 2, j moved closer to i at a 2-hop
distance and even arrives in contact at t = 3.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Understanding patterns of mobility in the context of opportunistic networks is fundamental for the design of efficient networking protocols and algorithms. The literature
in this area has issued a significant number of papers that
provide answers to questions related to how nodes meet each
other and at which frequency [3, 5, 10]. A common characteristic to these works is that they all rely on the dual notion
of contacts and intercontacts. A contact occurs when two
nodes are within direct communication range of each other,
whereas an intercontact is defined as the complementary of
a contact, i.e., when two nodes are not in contact.
In our work, we have been advocating that nodes should
consider an extended view of their neighborhood by including nodes that are not in contact but still nearby in the
analyses – nodes that can be reached through a few hops,
which we refer to as the vicinity [12]. Understanding how a
node’s vicinity behaves may help understanding opportunistic networks understanding and may consequently improve
the resulting routing techniques.

To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has investigated how the vicinity of a node evolves with time.
In Fig. 1, we illustrate the evolution of a small network.
The traditional contact/intercontact definition would consider the first three time steps as the same, i.e., that i and j
are in intercontact. In opposition, we make the distinction
between the four situations and we propose to investigate
the impact of such new definition by addressing the following questions:
• Given that two nodes i and j are separated by n hops,
what is the probability that they be separated by m
hops (m 6= n) when the distance changes?
• Is it possible to identify patterns in this dynamics so
that motion can be predicted?
We model the vicinity motion as simple chain process computed from a data structure containing the evolution of a
node’s vicinity, called “timeline”. The idea is to track the
vicinity of nodes up to a distance κ. The κ frontier is tuned
according to the monitoring extent required by the system
design and the amount of overhead tolerated (as monitoring the vicinity generates some signaling overhead). At the
end, the network might rely on the measured vicinity motion to make estimations on fundamental parameters such as
the delivery delay and social relationships among nodes. We
perform several analyses using both real-world and synthetic
traces. We make several contributions:
• A model to understand vicinity behavior. We
define a node’s neighborhood with the κ-vicinity notion and provide a framework to analyze it with the
vicinity motion. We also provide the corresponding
generating workflow to build vicinity chains which capture the statistical evolution of the distance between
nodes.
• Two main network behavior and three movement types. The first network type displays extended
chains which represent a rich neighborhood with long
instantaneous paths between nodes within the κ-vicinity.
Whereas the other network type exhibits short chains
with paths constrained to few hops. For extended
chains, we noticed how three types of movements dominate all motions. Birth, death and sequential moves
may represent 87% of all observed moves for a given
dataset.
The remainder of our paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, we provide the necessary background information
to define a vicinity as well as the vicinity motion definition
and the generating workflow. In Section 3, we detail the
datasets we use in our study. In Sections 4 and 5, we display
our findings. In Section 6, we examine related studies and
expose our future works. Finally, in Section 7, we conclude
our study.

2.
2.1

THE VICINITY NOTION
Vicinity formalization

The concept of κ-vicinity, which we defined in a companion paper [12], is fundamental in this work as it defines the
extension to which our motion analysis apply. We discriminate a node i’s vicinity according to the number of hops
between i and its surrounding neighbors.

i
1-vicinity

i
2-vicinity

Figure 2: An example of κ-vicinity. Left: node i’s
1-vicinity represents the set of neighbors at a 1-hop
distance from i. Right: node i’s 2-vicinity represents
the set of nodes at a 2-hop distance from i.
Definition 1. κ-vicinity. The κ-vicinity Vκi of node i is
the set of all nodes with shortest paths at most κ hops from
i.
i
Clearly, Vκ−1
⊂ Vκi . In Fig. 2, we illustrate the 1-vicinity
and 2-vicinity for node i.
In our motion analysis, we will focus on movements within
a node’s κ-vicinity.
In our work, we make a clear distinction between nodes
that are not in direct contact but still have a path connecting
them and nodes that have no possibility of communication
(i.e., there is no path between them) [11]. A pair of nodes
are in favorable intercontact of parameter n when they are
exactly at a shortest n-hop distance. Two nodes at a 1-hop
distance are in contact. We formally define favorable and
pathless intercontact as follows:

Definition 2. Favorable intercontact. An intercontact is considered as “favorable” with parameter n when there
is a contemporaneous shortest path of length n separating the
two nodes under consideration, where {n ∈ N∗ | 2 ≤ n <
∞}.
Definition 3. Pathless intercontact. In opposition to
favorable situations, “pathless” intercontact indicates the lack
of end-to-end paths between a pair of nodes, i.e., n → ∞.
We investigate movements happening from contact or any
given n favorable intercontact to any other possible state.
This analysis will help us understand how a node’s κ-vicinity
behaves.

2.2

Vicinity motion: methodology and outcomes

More than what happens far from a given node, vicinity
motion considers all movements within a node’s κ-vicinity.
We provide elements to answer the following question: when
the distance n between nodes i and j change, what is the
probability that their distance become m, m 6= n? We refer
to the period between two changes in the distance as a step.
To answer this question, we follow a two step methodology
and present the whole workflow in Fig. 3:
1. Timeline generation. From the previous step, we
compute a vicinity timeline, which is the progression of
shortest distance between any two nodes through time
(see Fig. 4 for an example). By using these timelines
we are able to perform various probabilistic analyses.
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Figure 3: Vicinity Motion generation workflow. We begin by reading Network Dynamics under the form
of contact traces describing network connectivity through time. We process them using (1) the timeline
generation module. This stage produces timelines. Step (2) aka Vicinity Analysis examines these sequences
to compute transitional probabilities and corresponding vicinity motion chains.
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Figure 4: A pairwise timeline from the Unimi
dataset. From 50,000 seconds to 50,500 seconds, the
two nodes did not have a path to one another. Then,
they briefly were at a 5-hop distance before coming
closer at a 4-hop and then a 3-hop distance and so
on.
To better focus on our observations, we will not be
detailing the timeline generation process here.
2. Vicinity analysis. Timelines provide the necessary
information to characterize the transition probabilities
between given distances.
We model vicinity motion through a chain process for each
s
pair of nodes. For a given node i, let Xi,j
be the variable
representing the distance between nodes i and j at step s.
The vicinity analysis step takes timelines as inputs and provides the corresponding transitional probabilities for vicinity
chains.
States. The chain states depends on the κ we choose, i.e.,
the size of the vicinity we wish to monitor. The number of
states is κ+1; the first state, denoted ‘∞’, corresponds to the
case where the two nodes are in pathless intercontact (see
Definition 3). The state {1} represents a contact and the
remaining states {2, . . . , M = κ} correspond to a situation
of favorable intercontact of the corresponding length (see
Definition 2).

Figure 5: Infocom05 average vicinity motion for a
pair (i, j) and κ = 4. For the sake of clarity, we
display only a few transitions. The probability of a
node appearing in contact {∞ → 1} is 6% or when
nodes are at a 3-hop distance, the probability for
them to be next at distance 2 is 30%.
Note that we consider each pairwise movement as a step
unit. We do not consider specific time frame durations to
avoid dataset dependence.
Transitional probabilities. To understand vicinity motion, we focus on the transitional rates between states, i.e.,
the probability of two nodes being at a distance of m at
step s knowing that they were at a distance n in the previs−1
s
= m | Xi,j
= n), m 6= n. This informs us
ous step: P(Xi,j
exactly on the movements within the vicinity. The average
durations spent in each state are given in Table 1.
As an example, we show in Fig. 5 the average transitional
probabilities of vicinity motion for Infocom05, a dataset collected at IEEE Infocom 2005 containing the contacts observed among 41 nodes (see Section 3 for more details on
this dataset). For the sake of clarity, we omit certain transitions. As we can see, when nodes i and j are in pathless
intercontact (∞), the probability that they meet directly is
6% while it is 25% for a favorable 3-hop intercontact.

3.

DATASETS

We analyze vicinity motion in real-world experiments and
a synthetic dataset (denoted by an (S)) described hereafter.
Infocom05 measurement was held during a conference in
2005 [2]. 41 attendees carried iMotes collecting information
about other iMotes nearby within a 10m wireless range. We

study a 12-hour interval bearing the highest networking activity. Each iMote probes its environment every 120 seconds.
Infocom05 represents a professional meeting framework.
Rollernet had 62 participants measuring their mutual connectivity with iMotes during a 3 hour rollerblading tour in
Paris [16]. These iMotes sent beacons every 30 seconds. This
experiment shows a specific sport gathering scenario.
Unimi is a dataset captured by students, faculty members,
and staff from the University of Milano in 2008 [4]. They
involved 48 persons with special devices probing their neighborhood every second. Unimi provides a scholar and working environment scenario.
Stanford has 789 persons in a high school carrying TelosB
motes – detecting contacts up to a 3m range [15]. Salathé et
al. gave Motes to students, teachers and staff members for
a full day. For computational reasons, we focus on a subset
of 200 participants. Motes send beacons every 20 seconds.
Stanford has a settings with a majority of teenagers who
have a tendency to dwell in groups of interests.
Sassy was held in the Saint Andrews University by researchers who used 27 T-motes to capture contacts among
alumni and scientists [9]. The T-motes broadcasted beacons
every 6.67 seconds over a 79 days period. Sassy brings a
sparser academic setting during a wider time frame.
RT (S) is a mobility model correcting flaws from the Random Waypoint model [8]. We sampled the behavior of 20
nodes following this model on a surface of 50 x 60 m2 with
speed between 0 and 7 m/s and a 10m range. This surface
simulates an office-wide setting.

4.
4.1

VICINITY CHAINS
Average time spent in each state

Table 1: Average time spent in each state in seconds.
Dataset
Infocom05
Rollernet
Sassy
Stanford
Unimi
RT

∞
2,029
167
157,504
2,972
18,041
203

1
399
51
2,315
1
1,300
221

State
2
3
296
224
74
86
53,871
1
1
0
447
305
117
82

4
175
102
∅
∅
214
61

5
131
117
∅
∅
155
47

6
154
127
∅
∅
208
40

Table 2: Stationary distributions in percentage.
Dataset
Infocom05
Rollernet
Sassy
Stanford
Unimi
RT

4.3

∞
25.3
28.2
49.2
45.0
35.0
29.1

1
5.5
2.3
34.8
48.0
9.0
5.0

2
15.4
7.7
15.5
6.9
14.0
10.6

State
3
4
20.0 16.0
11.5 12.5
0.5
0.0
0.3
0.0
15.0 12.0
14.1 14.3

5
9.7
11.5
0.0
0.0
8.0
11.5

6
5.1
9.5
0.0
0.0
4.0
7.7

7
2.2
7.3
0.0
0.0
2.0
4.5

Short and extended chains

We observe two types of vicinity chains. Extended ones
that can travel up far to states like 10 or 12 or shorter ones
with movements only up to 1 or 2 hops.

4.3.1

Short chains

Short chains almost join the previous assumption that
nodes are either in contact or in pathless intercontact; the
difference here is that they can drift to a 2-hop distance.
We noticed such setting for two of our datasets: Sassy and
Stanford. The observed chain consists in states {∞, 1, 2}.
As a result, such settings bear no or very low favorable intercontact advantages. Most of times, when you detect a
node, its next move will almost always be to vanish from
the vicinity. Opportunistic protocols must also take these
patterns into account when necessary.

4.3.2

Extended chains

Table 1 presents the average duration spent in state κ in
seconds for each state. For RT and Unimi, we observe a
gradual decrease of durations. On the other hand, Rollernet
has an increasing tendency while Infocom05 has a mixed behavior. The specific status of Rollernet as a dynamic sport
events may explain the increasing values. Short distances
have a very low life span because of the fickle and dynamic
connectivity in the setting. The crowd absorbs longer distances (note that we do not discriminate path changes if
they are of the same length).

Datasets like Infocom05, RT, Rollernet, and Unimi display extended vicinity chains (see Fig. 5 for an example).
Extended chains bear more potential traveling states. Some
even going to 12 and longer distances. Extended chains have
the characteristic to allow high favorable intercontact states
and, therefore, the possibility of wider end-to-end transmissions via recurrent favorable intercontacts. Extended chains
may also exhibit a wide range of intra chain movements. We
will next see how three types of movements dominate tendencies. With only a few movement patterns, we will show it
is possible to oversee most of a node’s upcoming movements.

4.2

5.

Stationary distributions

In Table 2, we show the stationary distributions for the
different datasets when κ = 7. In Infocom05, when we come
across the setting, there is a 25.3 % chance that the node we
are looking for will not belong to our κ-vicinity, 5.5 % chance
of the node being in contact, 15.4 % at a 2-hop distance,
20% at a 3-hop, and so on. Note that by observing its 4vicinity, we have a 77% chance of spotting a node we are
actually looking for. Such a posteriori knowledge is useful
to evaluate the probability of finding a node quickly upon
arrival or even to quantify the probing frontier in order to
keep low maintenance costs.

VICINITY INSIGHTS

Datasets bearing extended chains offer more possibilities
of next hop transitions. In the datasets we analyzed, we
observe three main types of transitions, namely birth, death,
and sequential movements.

5.1

Birth in the κ-vicinity
We qualify of birth the phenomenon of appearance in the
κ-vicinity after a period of pathless intercontact. The main
interest of such knowledge is for a node or a protocol to know
at which distance another node may appear. Imagine in the
Infocom05 dataset that node i wants to send a message to
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Figure 6: Proportion of birth values.

Death in the κ-vicinity

In opposition to the notion of birth for arrival patterns,
we call death the phenomenon of nodes vanishing from the
κ-vicinity. We analyze the datasets in two different aspects:
the proportion of deaths with regard to the full chain (absolute) and compared to natural movements only (which excludes transitions between non-consecutive states except toward ∞).
In Fig. 7, we show the evolution of death probabilities
for the different states of the chain. All datasets have quite
steady absolute death rates, their absolute maximum variation being 12%. Being able to foresee death movements ie.
a node being in pathless intercontact can indicate when to
begin a fully opportunistic routing technique. As long as
nodes are in the vicinity, we can use end-to-end paths towards them. However, when we suspect that nodes will next
be out of the κ-vicinity, it may be time to trigger a different
routing approach.

5.3

Sequential movements

We define as sequential movements for two nodes the process of drifting closer or further from each other using adjacent states of the chain: when nodes (i, j) are at a 4-hop
distance, they sequentially move closer if they are at a 3-hop

Infocom05
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Current State

7

8

Figure 7: Proportion of deaths.
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80
% of total

node j, who is currently outside i’s κ-vicinity, without relying on fully opportunistic forwarding. Given the computed
stationary values from Fig. 5, we now know that j will appear with a probability of 25% at a 3-hop distance.
In Fig 6, we present the values concerning the birth motion
for our datasets. On the x-axis, we represented the actual
incoming state (the distance at which a node appears). On
the y-axis, we present the actual birth transitional probability for each distance. For all datasets, the highest birth
probability belongs to the set {1, 2, 3, 4}. The cumulated
transitional probabilities up to 4 represent from 50% to 70%
depending on the datasets. For a random dataset, if we
had chosen to extend these probing limits only to a state 4,
we would detect from 50% to 70% of nodes vicinity appearance. Hence, probing your 4-vicinity is enough to get most
of the arrivals patterns in a node’s surrounding. We confirm our previous finding on the optimal limit of κ-vicinity
probing [13].
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Figure 8: Proportion of sequential movements.
distance during their next step, they sequentially drift away
if they are next at a 5-hop distance.
Our first observation is that a non-negligible part of vicinity movements stems from sequential behaviors. For Unimi
and Infocom05, as long as nodes stay in the κ-vicinity, sequential movements represent between 50% and 87% of movements. Another observation is that the further two nodes
are, the higher the proportion of erratic movements (all
movements that are neither birth, nor death, nor sequential). However, sequential movements still rule.
Wider vicinity bear fickler connectivity at the edges and
more random hops. We call erratic behavior or random
movements, all movements that are not birth nor death nor
sequential moves. They represent a minor share of vicinity
motions and can be overlooked as predicting their destination is tougher and brings only marginal knowledge gains.

6.

RELATED AND FUTURE WORK

To characterize and analyze networks, researchers used
contact traces collected during real-life measurements. However, due to the lack of extensive realistic traces, researchers
had to create synthetic mobility models and generated the
corresponding contact traces. By creating different mobility models, they emulated human behaviors to test protocols

showed the dominance of only a few move types within the
network. These moves, namely birth, death and sequential
cover up to 87% of all movements patterns. To understand
how these moves evolve according to the current states of
the node, we also quantified the evolution of each of the
identified movements. Vicinity motion patterns help us understand how a neighborhood behaves which is fundamental
in opportunistic networking. But it also presents an overall
timeline pattern that can be useful to predict node’s potential next moves as well as a lead in the direction of a new
type of realistic connectivity generation.
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Figure 9: The vicinity motion movements repartition (death, sequential and erratic) for Infocom05.
Death and sequential movements represent the
greater part of all possible outgoing movements.
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8.
they designed in specific settings [8, 7]. Other studies moved
towards accurate connectivity rebuilding based on real-life
contact traces [17]. All these analyses uncorrelated node
behaviors from their surrounding. With the vicinity motion
patterns, we try to bridge the gap between these points.
Now, more than understanding the whole network movements, we can see the patterns followed by a node’s vicinity.
Using specific DTN monitoring mechanism would improve
opportunistic detection abilities [14].
We are aware that our datasets may not be long enough to
conduct time frame analysis but we understand that this parameter may have a deep impact on our observations. However, our main observations as well as our method remain
valid. In a future work, we plan on integrating this parameter in our analyzer implementation to define the accurate
time window size by performing time frame analysis as seen
in [6].
We next plan on developing a timeline generator. The generator would integrate the identified vicinity patterns (birth,
death, sequential movements) and allow multiple types of
contact traces generation. It would also allow vicinity analysis of user generated traces followed by the generation of
traces with similar characteristics with various size scales.
An effort has already been made to directly generate contact traces based on contact and intercontact analyses [1].
Yet, it lacked the neighborhood notion we bring with the
vicinity motion patterns.

7.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present the value of nodes’ vicinity and
their neighbors in opportunistic networks. We presented
an approach to model a node’s vicinity using the κ-vicinity
notion and a system workflow to understand its inherent
behavior. This workflow generates useful information like
timelines and transitional probabilities. Timelines allow pairwise distance analysis while transitional probabilities detail
how nodes move relatively to each other. Our study found
out that there are two main types of vicinity chains: extended and short chains. We discriminate each type according to the attainable states in the chain. Another finding
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